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6 ways senior citizens can simplify assets for their
legal heirs

Synopsis
Reverse mortgage is a last-ditch choice and not a default option. It is a loan in a different
garb and senior citizens with nothing but a self-occupied property to fall back on should
exercise that option.

An 80-year-old reader of mine lives with his 78-year-old wife in their own �at

in a city. They have adequate pension income and �nancial assets in bonds,

deposits, equity shares and mutual funds. They also own two other properties,

rented out. Both their children are US citizens. He seems comfortable with the

idea of his children inheriting what he has created. But there may be practical

problems in this speci�c case. The US tax laws work on two broad principles:

One, the global assets principle that requires that all assets held wherever

they may be by a US citizen (or a green card holder) to be reported and taxed as

US assets and income.  

This is irrespective of how these assets may be taxed in the other country. Two,

the tax credit principle that allows a US citizen (or a GC holder) to claim credit

for any taxes paid in any other country on assets owned by them. This is not

the place for tax law speci�cs, these are just the broad principles to keep in

mind. When my reader’s assets pass on as inheritance, the following

implications arise: One, the children will have to report all these global assets

in their tax returns, and incomes in the form of dividend, interest, and rent

will be added to their incomes and taxed. Two, if they sell any of these assets,

they will have to pay capital gains taxes as applicable in the US. Foreign assets

don’t enjoy privileges that US assets hold in their treatment for the purposes

of taxation. 
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Again, without detailing of speci�cs, let me outline the broad principles to

illustrate the point. Long term capital gains on equity is subject to a 10% tax in

India (for amounts over Rs.1 lakh) and there is a grandfathering provision that

will reset the basis for calculation to 1April 2018. For purpose of US taxation,

however, the applicable tax rate is 20% and no grandfathering is allowed. My

friend’s US citizen children who inherit these shares, will have to pay taxes

that will be at a higher rate on a higher base. Not only that, investments in any

pooled investment vehicle will also be treated as holdings in a PFIC (Passive

Foreign Investment Company) and subject to more stringent taxation. 

The long-term capital gains from such investments (realized or unrealized)

must be reported by US citizens every year, and are taxed at marginal rates, or

maximum marginal rates, depending on choices made while �ling the returns.

The US citizen children will do well to comply with the PFIC requirements as

the interest and penalties are very high for not doing so. As for the house, US

citizens enjoy signi�cant bene�ts of capital gains tax deductions when they

sell properties in the US they principally owned and used for a speci�c period.

Since the Indian property is now owned by way of inheritance, but not used by

them, they will pay capital gains taxes on the entire sale proceeds without

indexation bene�ts. That is assuming they go through the maze of procedures

for selling inherited property in India.  

Without going into the details of the regulations and their various

interpretations, the point is that transfer of assets and ownership to overseas

heirs might not be simple and straightforward. It might give someone great

pride to look at what they have acquired in their time, with the hard work they

put into their profession and business. But the processes for bequest, the laws

and taxes that apply can be complex. There is a lot that senior citizens can do

to make it easy for their children. Let me make a list. 
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First, simplify. Close and consolidate those redundant bank accounts, demat

accounts and brokerage accounts. Keep as few as needed. Make sure to

complete nominations for the accounts that remain; enable online access and

ensure that usernames and passwords are also passed along with inheritance.  

Second, dispose those investments that have worked and book those gains on

your account. Reinvest in fewer products. This will ensure that you have

modi�ed the “basis” or the base value on which capital gains are payable.
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Periodic revisions over buy and hold might be a better strategy for equity

holdings.  

Third, if your children are US citizens they will prefer to inherit equity shares

over any pooled investments. Make sure you discuss with your children the tax

implications in their country of residence, with the help of a professional tax

planner. 

Fourth, if you have non-performing investments, book those losses, and set

them o� in your tax returns. Pass on what is healthy, working and easily sold if

needed.  

Fifth, if you have property, and you are adamant about bequeathing it, reset

the cost and age by disposing it o� yourself and purchasing something new,

modern, easier to sell or rent. The law allows inheritors to reset the cost to the

fair market value on the date of inheritance for purposes of capital gain

calculations. But remember that this value must be publicly known and

veri�able for tax purposes and is likely to be the valuation for stamp duty

purposes when ownership changes hands to your children.  

Sixth, when you have multiple heirs to your wealth, you may be thinking of a

Will. Remember that the Will has to be probated and appoint someone able

and willing to execute it.  

Every time I write about senior citizens, some readers point out that I have

missed reverse mortgage. Reverse mortgage is a lastditch choice and not a

default option. It is a loan in a di�erent garb and senior citizens with nothing

but a self-occupied property to fall back on should exercise that option. You

mortgage your home to the bank that o�ers you an income stream in return

for your property. After your time, your heirs must buy it back from the bank by

repaying the loan; or the bank auctions the property to recover its dues.  

In my Utopian world, senior citizens simplify and consolidate their assets,

liquidating what is not likely to be used by the children. They then invest that

money in easily realizable �nancial assets and use the money to pay rent to

live wherever they wish and spend it to travel and give as they wish. And then

they leave without burdening their children with onerous and cumbersome

assets. Into that world, my Lord, let us seniors awaken.  

(The author is CHAIRPERSON, CENTRE FOR INVESTMENT EDUCATION
AND LEARNING.)  

(Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this column are that of the writer. The facts and opinions
expressed here do not re�ect the views of www.economictimes.com.)
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Synopsis
The thrill of watching a world class match at the venue can be yours if you start planning
well in time.

For sports fans, the thrill of watching a

match live is unbeatable. But if the

venue is in a di�erent country, it can be

an expensive proposition to be there in

person. With the ICC T20 Cricket

World Cup starting in Australia on 16

October and the FIFA 2022 Football

World Cup kicking o� on 20 November

in Qatar, �nd out how you should save

to be there for your favourite �xtures in future. Starting early is key. Mirza Arif

Beg, a 30-year-old Delhi-based content creator, had dreamt of watching a

World Cup football match live since he was in school. He will �y out to Qatar

in November to ful�l that dream. It was in 2019 that he started saving for this

special trip, by just putting away a part of his salary into his savings account.

Working from home and living with his family during the pandemic helped

him save on commuting costs and rent.  

By booking early, Beg managed to grab hotel deals before prices shot up.

Airfare, accommodation and match ticket prices have skyrocketed in both

Qatar and Australia. A basic fan village unit for two people for two nights in

Qatar at present costs Rs.57,000. When Beg booked two months ago, he paid

less than Rs.50,000.  

“I thought I would need Rs.2 lakh for my 3-day trip, but the total expenditure is

around Rs.2.7 lakh. I wanted to watch three matches, but could manage only

two,” he says. Beg will watch Germany play Costa Rica and his favourite

Portugal battle South Korea.  
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A week-long stay in popular Qatar hotels for the �nal week of the tournament

can cost up to Rs.20 lakh. When Nilesh Maurya, a Mumbai-based banking

professional, booked return air tickets for his 4-day trip sometime back, he

spent Rs.38,000. The same �ights are now going for Rs.45,000-50,000. Had he

bought tickets for the semi �nals and �nal now, he would have had to shell

out Rs.70,000. However, timely bookings in early September meant he

managed to get them for Rs.50,000.  

MORE STORIES FOR YOU
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airlines swing to a pro�t?
OCT 14, 2022
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For cricket fans too, the expenses are high. Despite options of personal loans

and Travel-Now-Pay-Later (TNPL), high interest rates mean your last-minute

reservations will leave behind a deep hole in your pocket. Round trip airfare

from Delhi to Sydney currently costs Rs.3-5 lakh. Add to this the

accommodation (around Rs.60,000), sightseeing, food, internal �ights (Rs.4

lakh) and match tickets (if available). For a single person, the overall cost can

touch Rs.10 lakh for a week.  

For cricket follower and memorabilia collector Rishee Chhabra, early �nancial

planning did the trick. The CFA and his wife are �ying to Adelaide to watch

India’s last two group games, followed by the semi-�nal in Sydney and the

�nal in Melbourne. Though Chhabra will spend `9 lakh for the 12-day trip, he

believes he got away lightly because he started planning early. Booking �ight

tickets and accommodation now would cost Rs.12-15 lakh, he says. Tickets for

most of India’s matches are sold out.  

“Last year, I began putting aside money in liquid funds and FDs,” says

Chhabra. His advice is to start planning immediately after the tournament

schedules are released to get the most reasonable deals. “When I booked

tickets in April 2022, the fares were Rs.1.5-2 lakh. I booked all my international

and internal �ights in Australia for Rs.3.5 lakh. After July, when the country
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opened its borders, �ight prices shot up,” he adds. He expects to pay a

minimum of Rs.12,000-15,000 per day for two to cover food, sightseeing and

other expenses.  

Hiren Patel, a UK-based software engineer is also leaving for Australia with

eight others. A member of Bharat Army, India’s o�icial global supporter club,

he planned everything a year ago. Visiting Australia for the �rst time, he will

be there for 25 days.  

“The eight of us have spent around $6,000-7,000 each on this trip. If someone

were to join our group now, they would have to spend $10,000-11,000,” he

says. Patel and Chhabra are already setting aside funds for the 2023 ICC 50-

over World Cup. The schedule is yet to be released, but they will not leave their

�nancial planning for the last moment. Timing is everything.  
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